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I. A Brief History of Consumer Protection Law in Australia

Australian consumer policy history shows the change and subsequent development of legislative thinking about consumer protection. Historical examination demonstrates the process by which Australian law adapted by changing sequentially in line with economic and social development, the global consumer movement, in response to dramatic revolution in the field.

The historical development of consumer protection legislation in Australia began with a focus on simple notions of equity, with less emphasis on the negative impact on the economy in the long run. Australia's policies and regulations in the early years of colonialism manifested as rigid interventions by regulations that mainly focused on quality guarantee instead of promoting the freedom of choice of consumers. When goods were produced in the mid-nineteenth century, the caveat emptor principle became popular in Australia, whereby the spirit of letting “buyers beware” was applied, requiring consumers to make a purchasing decision for themselves relying on their own assessment.

The caveat emptor principle, on the one hand, shows that the consumer protection philosophy at this time in Australia was primarily based on consumers being self-aware of risks in commercial transactions. On the other hand, this prudent principle was also a sign that information imbalance began to be recognized in Australian society, inspiring new ideas and policies. The Australian government, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, consistently made efforts to improve information asymmetry through regulations such as standardizing measurements and minimal requirements for professions. However, fair market orientation efforts did not manifest as concerns about the party's rights and obligations relating to the consumer contract.

By the end of the nineteenth century, legislation in the field of commerce and trade, including consumer protection, underwent a dramatic change. The breakthrough derived from the influence of the Sale of Goods Acts 1893 in England, which Australia and the other colonies subsequently enacted as law. This development in commercial transactions regulation manifested in the requirement that goods be of a certain quality and that buyers have the right to inspect the receipt of their goods. These regulations demonstrated a shift from directing the seller's conduct to directing the process of the commercial transaction itself. It can be said that the present consumer protection regime in Australia has achieved a balance between the desire to protect fair trade and rigid intervention in the behavior of the producer. However, at an early stage, state interventions were introduced by industrial and commercial management without the consumer's voice and involvement.

The consumer movement was formally launched in Australia—and worldwide—in the mid-1900s and was marked by the speech of the American President, John F. Kennedy, focused on the four fundamental rights of consumers. Australia was initially swept up in this movement by first activating women's right to demand the best quality merchandise for household shopping, and then by establishing the Australian Consumer Association. Along with the breadth of the consumer movement, industrial production had dramatically increased the volume of merchandise available, creating new challenges for consumers’ choice of goods. In response to these new demands and led by the 1962 U.K. report on the consumer protection, the “Molony Report,” Victoria enacted the Door to Door Sale Act of 1963, and New South Wales issued the Consumer Protection Act of 1969. At this time, the question was how state intervention should be limited to protect consumers effectively without causing adverse effects on both consumers and the economy. Some new regulations responding to this question emerged in the law through the ban on fraudulent advertisements and bidding frauds.

The modern period of consumer protection in Australia, however, emerged in 1974 with the enactment of the Trade Practices Act (TPA), effectively ending caveat emptor in Australia. In the draft debate, Senator Murphy pointed out that the principle of caveat emptor no longer fit with complex commercial practice. This vigorous declaration inaugurated the government's renewed commitment to the field of consumer protection, expanding state intervention more deeply into commercial activities. Specific manifestations of this development can be seen in regulations that substantively regulate the content of the transaction, not just its form, such as the widespread banning of fraudulent conduct in trade. At the same time, this period saw a significant development in Australia's consumer policy. The idea that the issue of consumer protection is closely linked and adapted to competition policy to create effective competition has been initiated and become a target of the TPA.

From 1974 to the 2000s, amidst continuous economic development, consumption policy pursued social equity and fundamental rights, while legal and economic factors continued to influence consumer policy. The perception of a strong link between consumer protection and competition policy became more deeply embedded. Accordingly, the Australian government recognized that it was prudent to select the subject of regulation and to consider the measures and levels of government interventions in consumer protection. Otherwise, it would be counterproductive and harmful to consumers. It seemed that such careful consideration could be effectively implemented in light of economic analysis studies. The culmination of this view is the Australian government's transfer of responsibility for consumer affairs to the Treasury in 2007. This move, coupled with keeping consumption and competition policy within the Ministry of Finance, manifested the intimate connection between consumer protection and economic policies.

From 1974 to 2010, consumer protection in Australia was regulated at the Commonwealth level through the TPA, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth), and 17 different laws in states and territories. The difference between the Commonwealth and state laws in consumer protection became increasingly apparent when new regulations were updated in major states. The differences are not only in regard to implied conditions and warranties, industry-specific regulation, and product standards, but consist of different approaches to law enforcement and policy development. By contrast, markets have grown in size, some of which have erased consumer frontiers through increasingly interstate and international transactions which challenge national consumer policy. This is one of the main reasons why the demand for a generic national consumer law emerged and became a specific task in Australia in 2006.

From 2007 to 2010, Australia enacted updates to the national legal framework for consumer protection. On October
2, 2008, a new law at the Commonwealth level was enacted, and a state-wide consensus on consumer protection enforcement regulations was reached. In June 2009, the TPA was renamed the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (CCA) to reflect a more comprehensive policy of promoting both competition and consumer protection. After a rigorous lawmaking process in July 2009, the Council of Australian Governments signed an Intergovernmental Agreement to draft the Australia Consumer Law (ACL) based on the TPA, accompanied with some amendments, including two tranches. The first part passed as the Trade Practices Amendment (Australian Consumer Law) Act (No 1) in March 2010, containing provisions regulating unfair contracts, the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission’s (ACCC) new and powerful role of enforcement, and new civil pecuniary penalties for contraventions of certain consumer protection provisions. The second tranche of the ACL reforms, including the introduction of the ACL, was introduced in the Trade Practices Amendment Bill (No 2) 2010.

Schedule 2 of the CCA set out the ACL as a generic consumer law applied across Australia and took effect on January 1, 2011. The ACL concerns consumer transactions for all goods and services throughout Australia, excluding financial services regulated by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission Act 2001, the Corporations Act 2001, the National Consumer Protection Act 2009, and the National Credit Act.

II. Characteristics and Legal Theory of Consumer Protection

Analysis of the history and characteristics of consumer policy applied in Australia could provide a basis for understanding the causes and significance of existing consumer protection laws in the country. Likewise, the revolution of consumer policy in Australia may foreshadow the process Vietnam will have to undergo to reform consumer protection legislation. The continued development of the commodity market along with growing awareness of fair trade and consumer rights have made Australia’s legal doctrines of consumer protection reach their most advanced states. Australia’s consumer protection philosophy has gone through periods of change and is influenced by economic development, the consumer movement, and the contributions of global psychological and social studies. As one of the developed, leading countries in competition and consumer protection legislation, the evolution of Australia’s consumer policy has largely reflected the global development in the field.

It is appropriate to explore consumer protection policy in Australia in the context of the endless debate between paternalistic legal intervention and the prior guarantee of individual liberty. “Caveat emptor” is likely a crude form of self-determination and self-protection in trade, which has existed in Australia for a long time. Although it is not considered as a means of government intervention, it exists in the common law. However, the development of commodity economics and new insights into policy thinking have prompted the Australian government to adopt a policy of active intervention in consumer protection to optimize the effectiveness of market activities, rather than let the market adjust itself to its inherent defects.

Like other developed countries, Australia has consistently followed both soft paternalism (paternalistic “nudges”) and hard paternalism (paternalistic “pushes”) in the market with careful consideration of the benefits and harms of each intervention. Chris Field provided explanations for paternalism while maintaining a free market and choice for consumers that showed the consistency in competition and consumer protection policy in Australia. This is quite understandable since the Australian government does not follow the model of a deregulated state but has come to prefer regulation with reasonable interference in the economy, competition, and consumer protection. Kate Tokeley argues that Australia has developed stronger paternalistic interventions in the ACL by the regulations that prohibit unfair contract terms and produce interest rates caps on credit for small amounts of money. Meanwhile, the U.S. allows consumers to protect their interests in light of liberalism. It is necessary to look back at the history of consumer policy development in Australia to understand the Commonwealth’s current consumer protection philosophy.

Throughout its history, consumer protection policy in Australia has gone through three levels of development. The first consumer protection policy in Australia that manifested as a hard intervention with gradual progressive development of the object of regulation existed from the early years of colonialism to the late nineteenth century. At this time, the Australian government pursued rigorous interventions through strict regulations on quantity, price and quality of goods, and set criteria and professional standards for some important occupations. At the beginning of this period, regulations were limited to the behavior and characteristics of the producer. The way of interference then became more comprehensive by regulating the trading activities itself through consumer contract. However, this strict consumer policy, while responding to the requirement of fair trade in the short term, negatively influenced the economy in the long run. At the same time, in consideration of the total benefit that consumers receive, excessive state interventions during this period were overall harmful to consumers because they significantly reduced freedom of choice.

Australia’s second level of consumer protection policy derived from global economic development and convincing international research in this field. In the 1970s and 1980s, new paradigms emerged that argued for state intervention in the field of competition and consumer protection. Some prominent economists and legal scholars in Europe put forward numerous critical arguments for paternalism in the field of consumer protection based on the effectiveness criteria of microeconomic theory.
Norbert Reich points out Coase theorem with two objections to this theory to traditional intervention. The first argument, based on the transaction cost interpretation of consequence, is that resource allocation should not be the work of legal rules when transaction costs do not exist. Thus, the interventionist approach should not proceed because it will be an obstacle preventing the efficient allocation of resources. The second objection to an interventionist or regulatory approach is under the influence of the political theory of the welfare state. Accordingly, the imperialism of state intervention should have less of an impact on some autonomous social areas including consumer choice. The argument may not have strongly affected Australia since the Australian government does not adhere to a “rugged individualism,” favoring a consumer policy in which consumers fully manage themselves to maximize their own benefits. Meanwhile, the first argument regarding economic factors affected policymakers in Australia and contributed to guiding new policy trends in this area. Also, the increasingly diversified and complex development of the market altered the notion of rights-based intervention and made the principle of caveat emptor in common law meaningless.

As a result, Australia has witnessed a shift in consumer protection regime rooted in the demands of practice coupled with new insights and marked by the emergence of the TPA. The change in focus from consumer “protection” to consumer “affairs” showed the government’s attempt to address the criticism that protection was “anti-business.” By placing consumers in a position of resistance to the market and regulating consumer relations under a rights-based government intervention, the Australian government has adopted a philosophy of mutual benefit protection through market-based intervention.

Efforts to protect consumers during this period were emphasized in light of economic theories in the context of the market operation, in which the apparent interaction between consumer law and broad market regulation were significantly considered. This stage showed that the consumer policy of Australia at that time was set in a global perspective, linking the effects of economic policy, competition, and the recognition of market failures.

Two specific theories of market-based consumer protection influenced the consumer policy of developed countries, including Australia, in this period: information failure and the economics of information. In 1970, Akerlof’s lemon doctrine highlighted asymmetric information between consumers and sellers, as well as market information deficiencies. This was the time when a well-informed consumer image was an aim of consumer protection in developed countries, including Australia. Information failure highlighted during this period was one of the justifications for the government’s first level intervention policy on welfare grounds. The rules pertaining to information obligations in the TPA was strict because the information disclosed must be accurate. Otherwise, the person responsible for providing the information will be held liable even if they have no subjective intention to deceive. Also, the development of the economics of information in the 1970s led governments to seek a balance of information gains with the cost of obtaining information. A government considers the transaction cost in choosing the most beneficial consumer protection policy. When assessing this attribute of the TPA in 1976, the Swanson Commission addressed the need to weigh the effectiveness of consumer protection in the offset between the benefits afforded to consumers and the damage caused by higher prices and limited consumer choice, freedom, or innovation. Consistent with such a view, the interplay between competition and consumer protection that affects the effective allocation of resources has become a priority for policy considerations in Australia. The government began to hesitate in designing directly rigid legislative provisions of which the costs of enforcement were lower than its benefits. Alternatively, the Australian government applied a range of market interventions and helped consumers protect their interests with guidelines, codes of conduct, rules, standards, and dispute resolution mechanisms, as well as information disclosure requirements. The objective of equity and consumer welfare remained, but it was focused on a more comprehensive landscape where a well-developed market aims for the welfare of society. These desires are obvious in the TPA’s stated objective of promoting effective competition and fair trade, combining the protection of consumer’s interests to enhance the welfare society. The Australian Securities and Investments Commission also stated its objective is “to promote the confident and informed participation of investors and consumers in the financial system.” The ultimate goal of the Australian National Competitiveness Policy demonstrated that restructuring the economy by promoting competition and improving the efficiency of the market increases consumer welfare.

The third level, the current consumer protection framework in Australia, the ACL, was formed from insights gained in recent decades. More than three decades after the promulgation of the TPA, behavioral economics emerged as a theory that combines the study of economics with psychological theory and significantly influenced consumer policy in developed countries. Behavioral economics theory provides supplementary justification for state-based interventions due to its discovery that the consumer usually owes misconception to not being rational as recognized by conventional understanding. This explains the choice of substantive intervention, rather than interfering with previous procedural factors, manifested by the regulation of unfair contract terms in the ACL. Behavioral economics has also put forward a number of new issues that require careful consideration by governments such as regulating for self-control and choice overload.

Also, the emergence of new insights into a quite contradictory concept, the “empowered consumer,” made a change in defining the image of well-informed consumers to a “confident consumer.” This concept derived from the New Labor Party’s reconsideration and determination of new policy in the Third Way project, which culminated in the 2007 white paper “Modern Market, Confidential Consumer.” This project has identified a change in the target from promoting competition among U.K. industries to improving social justice. The Third Way project also asserts that social wellbeing must be built on trust, whereby consumers are empowered to become knowledgeable, self-confident, assertive, and self-reliant. It is obvious that the vibrant development of theories and economic and social objectives has increasingly required governments to update their consumer protection policy. A modern policy of consumer protection should integrate achievements in the newest policy research and global trends. It should be a policy that restricts information failure to protect consumers’ interests by promoting effective competition.
as well as empowers consumers while retaining the balance between economic growth and social welfare.

In response to the development of the market and consumer policy overseas, the Australian Government adopted a new policy in the last decades of the TPA’s lifespan, the so-called “post-interventionist” approach.55 The post-interventionist approach is a flexible consumer policy focused on consumer protection in relation to competition, political and sociological issues. Such a consumer protection framework would prove to be effective as it belongs to, and is largely a representation of, a philosophy of consumer protection incorporating a complex matrix of economic, sociological and political issues.56 In such a position, consumer protection tends to take the form of strong state intervention but still guarantees adequate attribution to enhance consumer confidence in the market.

The post-intervention policy has been further developed as Australia entered the new consumer protection era with the introduction of the ACL. In that legislation, the Australian government clearly identified the objective of its consumer protection policy. This final target, along with the way it will be performed, has shown that Australian lawmakers mapped out their policy frameworks by applying diverse approaches of consumer protection theories. These approaches include reviewing specific TPA and Trading Act 1999 provisions related to consumer wellbeing with considerable application of behavioral economics, especially for vulnerable and disadvantaged consumers. Also, the government has focused on the interaction and linkages between consumer and competition policy and placed consumer protection policy in relation to other sectors of the economy.57 The comprehensive review has resulted in the specific objective of Australia’s consumer protection policy: “[T]o improve consumer well-being by fostering effective competition and enabling the confident participation of consumers in markets in which both consumers and suppliers can trade fairly and in good faith.”58

From the above statement, it is possible to see the two most clearly expressed ideas of the objective of Australia’s consumer protection policy, including the promotion of effective competition and the activation of confident consumer participation. The ultimate goal is to maximize consumer wellbeing by maintaining effective competition that is “created by empowered consumers and responsive suppliers that trade fairly.”59 It can be seen that the goal of consumer protection in Australia has been raised to a new level, not only to protect consumers’ interests but to improve their active participation in the market, enhancing the wellbeing of each consumer. The empowerment element to create consumer confidence alongside the task of consumer protection is also manifested as a way to attain the ultimate goal.60

Australia’s consumer protection philosophy demonstrates the combination of both efficiency and equilibrium. Such a comprehensive policy is likely the result of the application of the basic principles of policymaking called the “Wellbeing of the Treasury,” of which the first principle is the guarantee of “the opportunity and freedom that allows individuals to lead lives of real value to them.”61

Australian policymakers argue that competition policy alone is insufficient “to improve consumer wellbeing through consumer empowerment and protection, fostering effective competition and enabling the confident participation of consumers in markets”.62 It is asserted in rationales for consumer protection that competition policy alone cannot guarantee a well-functioning market or reduce the potential disadvantages for consumers. An Australian consumer protection policy must ensure fair trade and achieve harmonization, balancing the interests of the supply and the demand side. It is striking that in the set of goals listed in the review report, the second objective is to promote effective competition, which is likely the result of this balance. Moreover, the consideration of effective practices to attain the goal has been driven by two main approaches. The first is the economics of law, in which the cost of interventions must be taken into account for efficiency, and the second is the application of behavioral science to consumers.63

The application of new doctrines in consumer protection policy has led to the tendency of Australian policymakers to choose the post-interventionist approach.

However, the Australian government insists that it has not opted for a pure paternalism, but a co-regulatory approach that must meet some essential criteria.64 Allan Asher lists some essential measures such as addressing consumer concerns, consultation with consumer and community agencies, developing a code of conduct in important industries and conducting periodic assessments of the effectiveness of the code.65 Also, self-regulation as a form of expression of liberalism in consumer protection is an option considered by the Australian government. However, this method has been deemed limited, only effective in certain small markets. Thus, self-regulation at the federal level is seen as a priority intervention in the consumer market, but other interventions are also used to attain their policy objectives.66
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